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Transportation Moves on the Rise—
Around the World and Around the Block
Transportation continues to be a large percentage of the global economy. In the US alone,
transportation represents more than 8.5% of GDP, which amounts to more than $1.3 trillion in revenue
for the carriers. In the EU, which reports their base numbers slightly differently, it’s more than €533
billion. And an interesting statistic for the EU is that about 13% of the consumer cost or ‘value
consumption’ is based on transportation costs. Getting great numbers from the rest of the world is
tough, but consider that in China transportation costs represent, by various estimates, between 13% to
18% of their gross domestic product.
Our world relies on trade. And trade moves over the transportation system. According to the World
Bank, more than 49% of the goods we use are sourced from global trade. 78% of imports arrive in the US
via ocean transport. Our commodities—fuel, grains and so on—still travel on railroads. And virtually all
goods travel by truck at some point—on a global basis, finished goods alone may move from truck to
truck up to a dozen times.
The transportation and logistics sector in the US employs a large percentage of our population as
carriers, warehouse workers, and so on. 1
Number of Employees in US in Transport Sector

Source: US Dept of Labor Statistics
Figure 1: US Labor in Transportation Industry

Truck drivers alone are about 1M (or 1 out of every 321 people, 2) strong. It sounds like a big number,
but think about how much our lives depend on having things moved. All this and more is true, yet the
transportation sector—carriers, service providers and technologies—is little understood not only by the
populations it serves, but by supply chain managers and the corporations and customers they serve.
1

This number does not include the many people who support the industry such as auto and industrial equipment
manufacturers of trucks, rail cars and engines, ships, and planes; nor the freight forwarders and brokers, gas stations and food
services, and of course, the information technology sector.
2
The United States population on July 4, 2015 was 321,216,397, according to Census.gov.
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Although colleges are graduating more and badly needed transportation and supply chain professionals,
it is still one of the smaller populations of graduates each year. In spite of the challenges in finding and
keeping jobs, students still prefer the low paying marketing jobs over an exciting, better paying and
upwardly mobile profession in supply chain logistics.
Yet the sector continues to grow and will be
more important with our growing population
and shifting demographics. Another
interesting factoid about transportation is
that world economists expect that by 2020,
5.2 billion of the world's population will live in
cities. The ever-expanding cities across the US
(Figure 2, at right) and the world Africa 3 to
Asia, with millions upon millions of people
settling in those areas, will create
transportation challenges that are staggering.
When one thinks about the regional and local
transportation challenges, that last mile
looms large. And worldwide, we prefer warm:
the fastest growing cities are not in the
latitudes of Toronto or Helsinki, but Las Vegas
and Lagos. 4

Figure 2: Ever-expanding cities across the US

The new consumers—the millennials—are migrating to the cities. They are the next wave of ecommerce
shoppers seeking home services, groceries and meals, furniture, and so on. This will and is presenting
huge challenges including the development of public transportation systems and more fuel-efficient
equipment; and of course, it increases the challenges faced by the carriers who move freight through
those areas.
In spite of this growth in the transportation market, it can be hard to make a living. Witness the
challenges of the great ocean cargo companies. Sometimes the problem is self-made, as is the case
here. The industry over built capacity and now has unprofitable shipping lanes. 5 At the same time, their
customers are seizing the opportunity and continue to squeeze on rates.
Whether finding expeditious routes or navigating the many players and partners involved in getting
freight to its destination and filing all the transactions, paperwork and payments, making a fair profit is a
huge challenge. From navigating across the world to around the block, we need solutions. We’ve seen
the technology sector that supports all this has been growing to respond to those changing and
challenging needs. Currently, transportation management is the largest software segment within the
supply chain. Underrated by researchers in terms of size, scope, and importance, it is a worthy topic to
try to understand.

3

See Appendix for more.
Nigeria, for example, has 178M people and is growing.
5
Wall Street journal: Maersk Line to Cut 4,000 Jobs as Market Deteriorates
4
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A World of Solutions
Yes, transportation is BIG and important. Whether land, sea, or air, these varied sectors need technology
to keep them on route and on time. Since the 1990s, when software development started in earnest,
the market has been segmented by:
• Mode—rail, trucking, ocean, or air
• Role/user—shipper/importer/exporter; 6 carriers; or third-party service providers (Freight
Forwarder, Customs Broker, Freight Broker, 3PL)
• International or Domestic shipping
To solve problems for just one market segment, however, the solution often winds up traversing
multiple transportation modes and carriers. Take agricultural products like grain for example. Harvested
in the field and loaded on a truck, grain may journey to a grain depot or elevator next to a rail line. It is
loaded directly into special bulk containers on the train and it’s off to an intermodal hand-off onto
another truck to get to the processing manufacturer. (We have not made bread yet!) Other markets
such as high tech, auto, and apparel markets (Figure 3, below) are even more complex.

Delivery $4- $11.00

Ocean Journey
Shipping 10¢
Insurance 1 ¢

Air Freight 50¢

Import duties 60¢
$30.00 Retail Price

Material/ Mfg costs $3-$5

Intermodal/Transship 3¢
Rail to warehouse 4¢
LTL to warehouse 4.1¢

Transport to port 10¢

Shipping Lane :
Rail:

Warehouse:
Transloading Points:

TL Route:

Destination/Home:

LTL/last mile:
Air:

First Mile/Factory:

Source: ChainLink Research

Figure 3: An Apparel Supply Chain

Those transportation legs vary in mode (air, rail and so on), so the journey can be intermodal,
international, and complex. This has some users looking beyond a single-mode solution. The carrier, of
course, needs robust solutions not only to managing their leg, but also to manage their business. Hence,
solutions vary a great deal in requirement, purpose, scope, and so on.

6

We use the term shipper to mean the entity that owns the freight and will ultimately pay for the management and movement logistics
services. Shippers can be manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, or internationally, the exporter or importer.
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The Transportation Software market is a large and varied market. Most researchers understate the size
of this market since they focus on a few big and well-defined companies who often are suite providers—
that is, who have more than transportation modules. However, there are hundreds of software and
content firms in the transportation market and amazingly, more entrants all the time.
And not all the providers are what are commonly referred to as TMS. There are what I like to call points
of light—highly valuable and specialized services and/or software that support the transportation
business. Examples are rating engines, customs content, and so on.

Transportation Technology Segments and Modules
Aligning and describing the market is not easy task, but let’s gets started. We sent research surveys to
more than 100 transportation technology companies for this report. Not all responded to our research
survey. Nonetheless, we have included some non-respondents in some of the charts in this report due
to their presence in the market or when we thought our readers would need to understand concepts or
learn about innovations.

The Transportation Management Solution

The TMS can serve both shippers and fleet operators (see definitions below). The TMS is used for
planning and executing the shipment. However, this is a fuzzy statement since, often, there are many
moves in transporting freight. The TMS plans and executes a transportation transaction. A planning
solution should include load planning, mode, and carrier selection (bidding, evaluating bids and prices
(rates)), establishing a contract, and tending the load; whereas the execution portion of the solution
should actually pick up, move, track, invoice, and so on till the next hand-off—or till the final
destination. 7 It will also take a lot more technology to support all this, though, which includes business
modules to support the specific role of the user. (The supporting players will be covered below and
different types of processes and the technology to support them by industry will be covered in Part
Three of this report.)
The shipper/planner side of TMS has to accommodate all the moves in a journey. But, often, a third
party may take responsibility for some of the moves. For example, a shipper may plan the moves to a
port where a Freight Forwarder or Non-Vessel Operator (NVO) 8 will take over coordination in the port,
onto the ship and its destination to another port, then a drayage move out of the port and on to other
carriers. No wonder shippers often hand over part or all of a shipment to a third party. However,
advanced software can provide the elements of building a multiple-mode route, evaluating a myriad of
carriers who can perform their part, building a workable plan, and scheduling the handoffs and
communication between the players.

7

Where the journey ends varies on the role—for the shipper it is the end to end, ultimately. For the carrier it is just their portion of the journey.
As simple as it sounds this concept is often overlooked and causes confusion.
8
NVO or NVOCC is a non-vessel common carrier for ocean transportation.
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Carriers, on their side, need a means by which to participate in this automated approach. Being part of
transportation networks in which shippers can see their services can provide market opportunities for
carriers. But most essentially, the carrier needs to integrate their quote to contract transactions, as well
as provide execution data. Large shippers expect these capabilities from their preferred carriers.
Today’s web-based world, however, is not comprised solely of large carriers. It also includes the small
businesses (the shippers or the carriers) that acquire advanced technology to manage their business.
Small truck operators (owners/operators) often work with larger fleets or brokers who are connected
and have large overarching contacts with large shippers and freight forwarders. However, smaller fleet
operators can also connect directly using the right software, 9 leveraging the networks and the many
load boards that post opportunities for them.
Planning and executing a full journey also depends on a myriad of supporting characters who provide
information (customs information, carrier information) and execute components (EDI, Freight Audit and
Pay, as examples), as well as provide marketplaces in which to find customers or carriers (networks or
load boards). The functionality and delivery architectures will be covered in the next section, 10 as they
are important in their own right.

Transportation Market by Mode
The development and focus of a TMS has very much been driven by mode. Though the larger more
aggressive software players support many modes, most tech companies are really experts in a mode. So
we want to look at the market first by mode (See Figure 4, next page). Mode is important for both
carriers and shippers to consider. For example, as a shipper, if you only do domestic moves, find the very
best for your need. Often a growing company may think, “I need a global suite,” and wind up overbuying
or focusing on the wrong things when evaluating software. 11

9

And a good broker and/or aggressive sales staff
Part Two of this report
11
Many firms who do international shipping do rely on their freight forwarder for international and may not need many or any of these
features.
10
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Figure 4: Transportation Market by Modes
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Supporting Players
Just as important are the supporting services, technologies, and information that inform one another in
the planning and execution of a full journey. Here are a few examples:
Drayage Networks
Air and ocean, ports and rail yards are integration points between countries, companies, carriers and
information systems. Amidst these complex intermediary and intermodal crossroads is the challenge of
drayage. Relying on equipment, from the big and complex to a simple chassis, containers are removed
from ships, placed in a findable location in the port and then picked up for delivery for the next leg of
the journey.
All these services and equipment have to be procured. A major amount of the container movement in
and out of the port is handled by the drayage carriers. They may move a container a few feet or out of
the port into a warehouse or to an end customer a hundred miles away. The drivers and the equipment
that perform these services must integrate with the freight forwarders and ocean carriers from whom
they get their business. On any given day around the world thousands of new shipments arrive, creating
new business opportunities for the drayage company.
Drayage firms can be quite
small—one man/one truck—or a
large fleet. And just like any
other transportation
environment, there is tons of
paperwork—rating, bidding,
contracting, receiving, creating a
manifest (after all, you are
moving cargo), appointment
scheduling, dispatching,
confirming the pick-up (time and
date stamping), paperwork that the port might require (port passes), and receipt/proof of delivery, as
well as invoicing. Beyond these, the carrier needs their own license and certification to operate, as well
as the ability to integrate to and manage any special relationships they may have developed with freight
forwarders.
A drayage network can serve not only as the intersection point between the buyers and sellers, but also
provide a host of business functionality for the drayage company to manage their own business. A
network such as IAS helps integrate chassis owners, trucking companies, freight forwarders, ocean
carriers and the ports to allow for both on the ground coordination as well as many of the drayage
operator’s business activities.
Global Trade Management/Customs Content
GTM—import/export management software—is a discrete area generally considered to be part of the
TM market. There are customs information providers who are strictly content providers and others who
provide the process support (functionality) for export and/or import, which includes customs and
security filings. Execution may also include requirements for specific commodity or government
agencies that have licensing or other restrictions on some types of commodities. For example, in order
to sell pharmaceuticals in the US, a firm needs a license from the FDA; importation of most food
ChainLink Research - All Rights Reserved
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products requires COOL (Country of Origin Labeling); electronics often need WEEE and RoHS 12
compliance reporting in the EU; and firms who are in the jewelry/gems business need Conflict Minerals
reporting. TM solutions that sell to global shippers have some of these, and behind the scenes there are
many partnerships to provide content and expertise.
Load Boards
Load boards are a US phenomenon, emerging from the birth of the Internet. Past models of procuring
carriers for your truck load or LTL 13 required a knowledgeable person—broker or freight forwarder—
using fax and phone (TM systems came later with pre-built linkages to large carriers) to find carriers, do
background checks and so on. This was a difficult environment for small truckers (owner/operators who
number in the hundreds of thousands in the US) to compete in.
The web brought the phenomenon of marketplace and thus, the birth of the load board. Today, there
are many load boards—DAT and Truckstop.com are the most notable neutral boards. There are load
boards that very large brokers use to post their loads to carriers. Landstar is such an example. Load
boards are even used by large carriers who want backhaul or need to augment their capacity with for
hire carriers.
A successful load board sees so much traffic and rates that it can provide a benchmark of the current
rates by routes, type of freight, and equipment. This turns out to be an advantage to both sides. For
example, some carriers just don’t want to do certain routes. They may be unpopular routes for some
carriers but provide other carriers, who do want to make those extra bucks, with a chance to bid higher
prices on those routes. Conversely, very popular routes allow the buyer to see some competitive play in
the bidding to achieve a better price.
Rating Engines
A rating engine can be part of a TM solution or a standalone web service, what I call a Neutral Rating
Engine. These neutrals are important members of the TM market. They integrate to thousands of
carriers and become the conduit for rate shopping and rate offerings between buyers and sellers. Buyers
can be shippers as well as their intermediaries—freight forwarders, brokers and/or TM technologies
(TMS, TM networks). Service providers and carriers can post their rates and use the engine for
evaluating their rates before bidding to ensure a competitive rate.
The rating engine service will often store rate history, which is
important in today’s crazy transportation rating world. As it
turns out, many actual rates and charges are pretty fungible.
Therefore, sellers and buyers need to store agreements
(contracts) and market rates (fuel costs, currency conversion
of that day), so that these rates can be confirmed (audited) for
invoicing later on. The neutrals store millions of rates, so with
all that data they can provide a good competitive view of the
market, help with carrier selection, and support annual spend
management and procurement exercises. Some examples of
neutral firms are SMC,³ CargoSphere, and Catapult.
12
13

More here on WEEE and RoHS at Exort.gov
Less than truck load
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Rating functionality can exist within TM systems and is segmented, as stated earlier, by mode and user.
Mode and user drive the whole orientation of the TM solution:
•

•

•

Buy side: Shipper or Freight Forwarder—procuring (shopping rates), evaluating bids (often
within the TMS), and contracting (agreeing to rates). A TM will connect directly to the chosen
preferred carriers, often others in a TM’s overall database or network, and often to the neutral
rating engines. There are also a few standalone rate shopping modules as well as sites floating
around on the web where users can enter their cargo and get some competitive rates.
Sell side: Carriers—rate making. Carriers create their tariffs, often with detailed descriptions,
policies, and any associated charges. Service limitations, additional services, fuel surcharges and
so on are also part of the calculation. In transportation, those can change daily. Firms like
Descartes have RateMaker, a module with which carriers can create tariffs, and create and
manage rates and quotes.
Service: Intermediaries, such as brokers and freight forwarders, add their rate uplift to the
carrier rates and then provide the rate to the end-customer. They look at both buy- and sell-side
issues and negotiate and quote rates (with their service uplift and managed rate schedules).

Freight Audit and Payment
Service organizations for freight audit and payment services have been reviewing and cleaning up
invoices in transportation for decades. Even today, with so much automation, a large percentage of
documents is paper-based or in nonstandard formats, requiring a manual review of invoices.
As TM systems develop more automation, freight audit and payment can often be managed within the
TMS. This has challenged the service providers to also become more technically focused, providing
information platforms for rates, EDI, electronic payments, benchmarking services and so on, to enhance
their value proposition. CTSI Logistics is such an example, having evolved from only services to include
lots of technology.
Providing the Forecast
One area that is getting increasing attention is the integration between demand planning and
transportation planning. The near-term forecasting solutions from companies such as demand sensing
leader Terra Technology, or Flowcasting from JDA, actually contain the forecast for probable orders and
where they are likely to be shipped from. This provides a more granular, accurate and current demand
picture. Terra and JDA both subscribe to the perspective of providing this data to the carriers so they can
plan better. This is so critical in the current market with capacity shortage and fluctuating rates. The
more shippers can do to accurately signal the carrier, the more the latter can optimally serve and
manage costs.
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Defining the Sectors and Solutions
To clarify, Table 1 describes major modules. Most of these can be bought as standalones, as part of a
TM, 14 or by joining a network. (We will have a whole chapter on transportation networks later.)

Segment 15

Definition/Use

Network/Route Design
and Optimization

Software to develop best routes based on business objectives. In logistics, network or lane designs can
be based on warehouse/customer locations and the development of preferred networks. Today’s
optimization models incorporate variables such as multi-stop, road conditions, fuel efficiency, and
congestion/traffic avoidance, as well as locate parking for city locations.
Systems review long haul vs. last mile delivery models.
The complex world of freight pricing, contracting, and auditing and payment needs software to manage
Financial Accounting
the multi-party agreements, surcharges, commissions, and other line items that pass back and forth
between shippers, carriers, and other third-party entities that might be arranging freight movement.
Post-delivery audits ensure that all fees adhere to agreements. Large shippers often have third parties
manage the freight payment and audit work for them (just as they have third parties manage logistics)
due to the complexities involved.
Direct sales and sales agent systems to support the solicitation of business for carriers. Proposals,
Sales
pricing, contracting, CRM systems, and commissions should all be included in software that supports
sales.
Software is mode/equipment specific, from maintenance applications that cover roadside service to
Asset/Equipment
fuel/energy management and asset tracking. Many of these systems were custom developed over the
Management
decades by large carriers. Good service management packages are commercially available.
Fleet management software can be part of a TMS suite or sold as its own solution. Fleet management
Fleet Management
Technology (often part of includes the sell-side functionality needed to accept bids, rate, quote, plan, and schedule equipment;
determine the use of private or for hire equipment, do route planning and optimization, customer
carrier-side TMS)
scheduling, tracking and delivery confirmation. EDI and other communications are required to
communicate status, track shipments and determine charges. Financial elements include rating, tariff
management, invoices, and customer management. Fleet management could also have a business
management suite which includes a finance and accounting module for the fleet operation and
regulation and tax reporting, an Asset Management module for fleet maintenance, and a labor
management module to manage drivers’ schedules and associated reporting.
Software and services are available in several flavors. Shippers need to understand not only the
Import/Export/Global
customer’s requirements, but all regulations—from country of origin to the destination. The system
Trade Management
should provide all the regulatory insights and documents to meet all regulations, as well as input forms.
(GTM)
In addition, key information about tariffs/duties, licensing, labeling requirements, as well as denied
parties should be included. This data should be available to the financial systems for invoicing, and to
accounting systems to keep track of tax and tariff expenses and payments.
Once all the appropriate data is entered, customs filing/reporting should be managed, as should
communication with all parties who require the documentation.
A GTM solution can also track product creation/assembly, as it plays out across the supply chain
borders, for duty drawback, which can amount to significant savings in some markets.
Carbon footprints, emissions, insurance, licensing, and maintenance data all are of interest—and not
Safety/Energy/Asset
solely for carriers to more effectively and safely managing their assets. Customers are often looking for
Management
that data, since they are also expected to comply with extremely high standards. Sustainability goals
are part of many retail and manufacturing programs, and they expect their carriers to participate.
Regulations have just been enacted in the US on driver hours, which the trucking industry declares is
Labor Management
16
their biggest issue right now. The truck driver’s profession is listed as one of the most dangerous jobs,
with regular accidents and fatalities. There is a shortage of good drivers so planning a schedule that
works for the driver and also gets the freight moved is critical.
Labor management software should support driver management, from scheduling and performance
assurance (are they on the job and doing their best) to ensuring driver safety. Solutions today have
cloud and mobile interfaces for tracking and communicating with drivers.

14

I use the term TM frequently because many of the solutions to power transportation management activities are not TMS.
These modules are often sold as standalone software or services. Full-bodied TMS is discussed in the next article.
16
Reference: American Transportation Research Institute
15
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Carrier Selection

17

Load Tendering

Reservation/Scheduling

Visibility

Track and Trace

TMS

Cold Chain/
Hazardous Materials
Mgmt

Carrier selection, sourcing, and procurement can be a more long-term decision (selection and
contracting) or a day-to-day type of activity to find a carrier to tender just one load.
Even for one load, the process can be complex. Today’s shippers have the opportunity to determine
the right mode for moving their freight—air vs. ocean, rail vs. truck, or some combination thereof.
Often the carriers have their own preferred lanes, so although it might appear like a straightforward
deal, ‘your’ carriers may not bid on your freight. This issue is offset by negotiating larger deals so that a
carrier can offset less profitable lanes with more profitable ones by partnering/swapping with another
carrier. They also use for hire services that are ‘unbranded’ and are an extension of their own fleet.
Even organizations (shippers or trucking companies) with private fleets often have to use for hire
carriers to augment their logistics. Many companies use freight forwarders for international logistics
and brokers for domestic shipping as those organizations often pre-contract with carriers to secure
favorable rates. Their knowledge of their market plus pre-securing capacity is essential during peak
seasons or during economic upturns.
Longer term carrier selection will have bidding, RFP/RFQ, and contracting elements as opposed to oneoff load tendering.
Process for securing a specific carrier for a shipment. Load tendering assigns pricing (tender) to the
specific shipment (load). Often, a shipper’s transportation software can search various carrier or load
board sites to find appropriate lane/capacity availability. A system should execute the appropriate
agreed to messaging between entities.
18
For air, ocean, rail and LTL, the shipper generally needs to conform to/negotiate on pre-existing
schedules and routes. With truckload, where the shipper is reserving the entire ship or truck, the
shipper can more likely dictate the schedule. These time windows are integrated/coordinated with the
shipper’s warehouse/dock or yard management software and customers’ systems to ensure seamless
processes. A system should execute the appropriate agreed to messaging between entities (860, 856s,
etc.).
Visibility, from the shippers’ perspective, enables them to ensure that the delivery process meets all
the requirements. Timely scan data at each handoff is a minimum requirement. Today, many shippers
also require track and trace/condition monitoring of their freight. Perishable, fragile, or other types of
vulnerable products may require RFID, sensors, and GPS tracking technology to support real-time
visibility. The visibility systems, therefore, should support the monitoring requirements.
Today, visibility solutions should include location-based real-time data (see Geospatial below) and
messaging.
Messaging is a constant part of supply chain communications, and will either be embedded in the
transportation network, TM solution or should be purchased as a compliment to the transportation
software. There are EDI providers who focus on the supply chain and logistics sector. (See Messaging
and EDI.)
From a trading partner/multi-party perspective, ensuring freight safety and on-time compliance is
crucial. Many industries and governments require trace data for product quality and/or customs
compliance. These are cloud systems with multi-party subscribers; access to participate in the process
is granted by the shipper. Various solutions exist, most notably emanating from the RFID market which
is well positioned to support the condition-monitoring aspects of track and trace. Some visibility
systems do track shipments, but often they do not have condition monitoring.
Software (which can be on premise or in the cloud) that plans and executes a transportation
transaction. This should include load planning, mode and carrier selection, bidding, evaluating bids and
prices (rates), establishing a contract, tendering the load. The execution elements of the software
should track moves and provide freight charges as well as provide ETA (estimated time of arrival), track
ETAs and post the ATA (actual time of arrival). Many TMS do much more than this, but we need a
19
baseline.
Software and devices specifically designed to ensure that perishable products are managed and
protected through the whole logistics process. Temperature sensors, RFID, and other devices may
travel with the shipment and record temperature and vibration. And/or the containers may have
sensors throughout the route to ensure consistent temperature. Some devices are read at the end of
the shipment. However today, more companies are looking for real-time monitoring from the cloud.

17

Often, a customer has a routing guide and has pre-ordained the carriers, rates, and routes to be used.
Less than Truckload
19
On the web the definitions are incredible disappointing, generally with very fuzzy concepts and are poorly positioned.
18
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Messaging and EDI

Social Supply Chain

Quoting/Rating Engines

Load Boards

Ocean and Flight
Schedules
Customs Forms And
Compliance Information
CIM—Carrier
Information Systems

Geospatial—Locationbased Services
Telematics
Driver Mobile
Applications
Complex Event
Processors

Inherent in all these relationships is the EDI and/or AS2, XML, or HTTP messaging that passes between
players. Users can purchase EDI/MFT solutions separately and request that the transportation software
provider execute the messages. Or they can work directly with the transportation software provider to
help create the appropriate, compliant messaging required by the parties. Large transportation
network providers have a rich portfolio of standards-based messaging.
The newest entry into the market, social supply chain is designed for secure P2P communications
between stakeholders involved in a specific process—procurement, transportation, execution, etc.
Social supply chain can be integrated into existing transportation systems or be offered as a module
that links execution data with human dialogue. Communication between mobile and desktop should be
seamless. Most often, this capability is integrated into the TM Network or TMS.
Some carriers have quoted rates and schedules that can be used as a guidepost to shipment costs. But
many deals are far more complex. And the total base cost of shipping may have many more charges—
surcharges, extra handling charges, tariffs, taxes, and insurance. In addition, users often assess various
carriers and their rates before deciding.
Conversely, price selection, quoting, etc. may be done by a third-party broker or freight forwarder who
is negotiating between the parties (shipper and carrier). So the ultimate price quoted to the shipper
may have uplift added to the carrier’s rate to accommodate the intermediary’s fees.
A solid rating engine should provide these three views—shipper, intermediary, and the carriers—with
each having slightly different views of much of the common data. The more complete the shipper’s
20
data is, the more likely the actual cost will match the quoted rates.
The cloud has reduced the mysteries of the transportation industry by allowing ocean, air, truck, and
rail to post schedules and other data pertaining to their ability to move freight. However, integrating
with various carriers is not child’s play.
Of particular value is the load board, which posts information from shippers or forwarders who are
looking for a carrier, as well as carriers looking for customers. These organizations manage massive
input feeds from a variety of carriers to ensure a current and rich selection of information. They have
done more to standardize their information so that TMS systems can integrate and leverage it for
carrier selection and load tendering.
There are several systems that collect multi-carrier schedules as well as sailing information. Most of
these systems provide batch feeds to TMS systems to facilitate shipment planning.
Referential data on regulations and guidance. Governments provide this information, as well, at the
GTM system.
These systems provide data about carriers. Carrier information includes marketing information about
the carriers and their services, and credentialed data—safety record, insurance, etc. These systems do
not transact, but are expected to be up to date. Some of these systems are extremely contentious in
the market due to the posting of information that might limit a carrier’s marketability (i.e., a poor
report).
Older-generation systems provide maps that the carriers can overlay with their specific routes. Stateof-the art in this industry now includes real-time spatial, stituationally aware capabilities that include
current conditions—traffic, weather, and other events that impact transportation.
Embedded in dashboards, cockpits acquired directly, or on mobile devices, navigators—whether on
land sea or air—need a myriad of wireless devices. This is a large technology market unto itself. Can be
sold as standalone technology or often embedded in the vehicle as part of their feature set.
Often included in telematics, driver mobile applications include integration to fleet scheduling, provide
driver instructions, and so on. Mobile applications assist with communicate between drivers,
expediters/traffic personnel, and also customers. These systems can provide business systems for
processes such as item scanning, payment systems, etc.
Rules-based analysis. Analyzes multiple real-time streams to create alerts for optimization and risk
reduction.

Stay tuned for Part Two of this report. In that, we will provide more detail on the solution provider
market.
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A hugely contentious post-shipment issue is what it actually cost to move the freight.
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Appendix
Some of the world’s fastest growing cities:

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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